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IMfiODUeTIOH • '

. i M s  woyife is concerned with a study of the luminous characteristics 

of high current condensed spark discharges» There are two broad aspects'- 

to the problems First, to measure the time variation of intensity of 

the light from the discharge; and second, to determine the way in which 

the'spectral'energy distribution varies with time. The study of the light 

in the afterglow region is of particular interest. :

In order to clarify subsequent remarks, it is appropriate at this ' 

time to give a "brief disezdption of the general nature of the discharge. ' 

M  the name implies$ a condensed spark discharge is one produced 

by charging a capacitor to a high voltage and then discharging it across 

a gap. The resultant discharge is characterised by currents, of the order .

: of several'hundred to a few thousand amperes and by short duration, high 

intensity light pulses. The entire discharge lasts only a few microseconds 

Control of the discharge is accomplished by means of the circuit 

shown in Figure 1. The 5022 Thyratron, upon reception of a positive 

pulse at the grid, grounds the positive plate of the capacitor. The 

entire potential difference of the capacitor then appears across the gap.

A quarts mercury vapor lamp near the gap frees a few electrons from the 

electrodes through photoelectric effect/thus insuring immediate breakdown.

Following breakdown, the current rises, rapidly to a. peak value 

between $00 and 4000 amperes (l), depending on the value of the capacitance 

and the voltage to which it was charged, and then, decays more slowly to 

-zero, - The initial rise requires from I to 5 microseconds and the decay
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5

from 9 to ig miei'oseeonds (2)| these times also depending upon the value 

of the discharge parameters®

The voltage across the gap rises initially to the terminal voltage 

of the capacitor® It then drops very rapidly to about 40 to 60 volts 

reaching the'latter value after about 1 microsecond® The voltage continues 

to drop for the rest of the discharge? reaching sere 10 to 20 microseconds 

after the ihitiation of the'-spark (l)® -' : y  \

The resistance of the gap? as determined by the ratio of voltage 

to current, drops in the first microsecond from a high value to about 

one-tenth of an ohm and then varies slowly in that range for the rest of 

the discharge® The minimum1value.reached by the resistance varies in an 

. inverse manner with the; energy of the discharge (l)»

During the discharge phase, the intensity Of the light; from the . 

gap varies in the same general manner as- the current, except that the . 

former is. slightly delayed with respect to the'latter (l)«

time resdived'spectrpgrams (2) show an ionisation continuum'and 

lines of Nil and Oil during the initial phases of the discharge® There 

; i s a n 'raaitial7broadeking: Of’ the air lines indicating a high density of .

■ ions in the gap® Most of the air lines are gone by the time the current- 

carrying phase of tha discharge is over®

The period after current flow has ceased and during which light is . 

still being emitted is known as the afterglow region®. It has been. .. ■

calculated (3) that if the emission were due only to the decay of excited ' 
States created in the original discharge,, the afterglow would disappear .: 

within about 10”® seconds. Since it is observed to persist for much ' 

longer times, some mechanism must operate to create new. excited states



.during the afterglow. $he most likelyprocess is.thought to be electron-  ̂

ion radiative recombination to excited states ? followed by radiative
: : ' -V. ■ .:.■■■■ ■■■
deexoitation (5) (4)«

. , Other processes which have been mentioned are recombinations

/involving more than twoparticlesCjJsand int h e  case of rare gases,

metastable .atoms inay make some contribution (4)« ' ■ . v  . .. '

_ ©bservations of the light from the spark discharge are usually made

using the so-called synchroscope technique. This technique consists

simply of allowing the light from the. discharge to fall upon the sensitive

velement; .of; a photocell or photomultiplier , and then measuring the. ■ / ,

■ resultant photocurrent with an Oscilloscope, The oscilloscope must, of

course, be synchronised so that the sweep is.triggered at the same instant

the discharge- is initiated; hence the name synchroscope. ,

ivi/Biis method' has been applied, by Standring and looms (5) to the
■; study dZ oscillatory. discharges'; by Johnson and Jones (6) to #e#ahgular ; 1

pulses5."and: by Barker ■ (l); to critically^.damped dischargesf . & o h  _: ; . ■ ■

investigation was carried out in integrated lighti that is to say,, all

wavelengths to wh.ich the photomultiplier was sensitive were allowed to

; TBBQli, til©' photOpBthodB» ' ; .
. ' :: ■1 '...f ■ ", ' ' ' : ' • : 'V; /
' The work of Standring and looms (5) was done with the underlying
'idea of using the spark as a. short-duration, high-intensity light source«

It emphasised the effect of the discharge parameters and the electrode 

material on the total light output of the spark. Among other things, 

they found an inverse correlation between total radiation and the 

boiling point of the electrode material; a direct correlation of power 

dissipation to intensity for'long duration sparks;.and a direct



correlation of total energy dissipation to intensity for short duration
■ V  : f '-:' i / " ■  -  7 ; - , : : 7 •  . . . :: ; ■ ■■:'• : • ':/\7,
sparks‘« , . ' . V":

''' .Standrihg a h d ' Booms -(5) also used a series of sharp-cutoff optical 

filters-and a differencing technique to determine the rough spectral 

energy distribution of the light at peak Intensity. ,

7- 7 Johnson and Jones (6) used a photomultiplier in their studies■ f i : - '7'U; ,■ /u-;. - 77-'' -- , :"-'-7:-7 7 ''v ‘ f:.
of the discharge. They varied the sensitivity of their instrument hy 

^altering' -the - high voltage' supplied: to the photomultiplier and by using

various optieal filters, to, order to observe the afterglow, they simply '
- u:'7,...u - 7̂ -: . . . y  '3" 7 - 7,77 7 \ v  . ' , ,7/-'-\---- 7U  ,, /f /' :-:h '7 ',:'-f  . :7
increased the multiplier voltage or removed some of their filters, The

initial phase of the-discharge, saturated..the photomultiplier and amplifier 

system; hut they, state that the system amoovered from saturation within 

20 microseconds. Measurements after that time were considered to he on 

a linear scale, .This technique enabled them to press their observations 

some -600 microseconds into the afterglows yielding intensity measurements 

\ Over 7'a 7range7 of ,10°.--,, - yV.,. : vf^^ y  '; 'y7. 7'-;- U  7:": :77;,:-' -yf ' ; •.■■■■• • :; 7;;:/. ; : f y y  . 7̂/:7

'Hesults of the above investigations indicate that in the afterglow, 

the light decays rapidly over a range' of 1C$ in the first -100 micro

seconds, the slope being only slightly affected by the discharge y 

. parameters, The light was then observed to decay more slowly, reaching 

ay value - of 10*"®. of peak at about 600 microseconds. The result of y

7 Standring and looms (5), that increased intensity results from the use 

of lower boiling point materials in the electrodes, was confirmed in this, 

investigation. . . '.yfy^y-y y 7
Barker’s apparatus for damped discharges (1) consisted of a 1P28 

photomultiplier' provided with an adjustable slit for intensity reduction.



Power for the photomultiplier was supplied by a battery pack, no provision 

being made to vary the. voltage. The output of the photomultiplier w a s :fed 

directly into the input of a Tektronix 531 osolllosoope, Ho. other optical'
: . : : ' Y^V '•;■■■ : ': • ' v "  Y Y ' ' : /Y  V ' v ;. . ■■■■ Y..: V ■■■■■ ' Y : y 'y '

’elemehts were interposed in the light path so that all wavelengths emitted 

in the sensitivity range of the 1P28 were effective on the photocathode<>

A Dumont T>rpe 297 Oscillograph Record Gamera was used to record the traces«

.f X -

.A;,:;



II. APPARATUS

. ../The,same apparatus used by Barker (l) was modified for use in the 

present investigation. . Ivhereas Barker8 s measurements were confined ;
. primarily to the current-carrying phase 9 the present observations were : .

directed toward a detailed study of the afterglow.

• ' ■ • •'-.A*;-' The Photomultiplier and Power Supply ' ;

' The method used %  Johnson and Jones (6): for studying the afterglow 
:is straightforwardhut leaves one with 'a semeWat .unGertain feeling about 

the system8 s recovery from saturation;' especially sinee photomultipliers ,

... are observed to exhibit significant increases in .noise and dark current , 

'following exposure to bright light» even though no'voltage is applied to 

the dynodes during the exposure. Crosswhite9 Steitihaus, and Bieke (7) ' ;

have taken a step toward the solution of this problem in studies they fvf' 

have done on the afterglow of repetitive sparks. Their technique was to 

■alter-or' 'gate the voltage across 'two of the dynodes of the photomultiplier:

 ̂during the course of-the discharge.- The potential across the first-, two ' 

dynodes was kept;, at a low value durj-ng. the current-carrying phase of the 

discharge.- After the current had - died away sufficiently, a step i n c r e a s e > 

in voltage was applied to the first two dynodes, thus increasing the 

electron multiplication factor and permitting observations to be made.

■ ¥e have adapted this method for use in our work by. gating the ' 

voltage across the entire photomultiplier instead of across only two of; :', . 

the dynodes# It might be stated at this point that measurements in our f 

- laboratory, have ‘shown that the response :of ,a, 931A photomultiplier varies. ’ •



6S; the 6»5' power; of th®ra^pliM; t o  s o that a relatively small ohaaige

.lh'..yoltage vtfill: prodaee a'Sigalfieant ehaag® in gain.^

$he photomultiplier voltage is furnished by a. power supply "built ■; 

by Jbcler Associates and, modified for use. in cur laboratory. The circuit 

diagram appears in Figure 2. The 12AT7 acts as a gating device„ The 

tube is self-biased, the quiescent current and hence the quiescent ■

photomultiplier voltage being determined by the value of the cathode 

• resistCr and the voltage available at the cathode» To- observe * one - - - 

applies a 25 volt positive gate to the grids causing increased plate ' 

current and therefore'increased"voltage drop across the photomultiplier. \ 

The series, resistor in the grid circuit causes grid clamping and yields 

a flat-topped voltage pulse at. the. plateo A potentiometer in the.voltage 

regulation portion, of the supply allows one, to vary the maximum voltage / 

available to the ga,ting circuit = A voltmeter on the front panel‘of the . 

instrument allows one to read the approximate voltage to which the ' 

photomultiplier dill .rise.'""' v. , ■ . " .  ̂ ...

" ■' ■ The output of "the power supply rises 1 to its maximum value1 in about

' I mieroSeGond and the-output of the photomultiplier stabilises within '

5 microseconds. " The latter value was checked by observing a battery- 

operated lamp while gating the power supply. After an initial transient , 

lasting about 1 microsecond, the output of the photomultiplier arrives, 

at a value about 25 per cent higher than its final signal level. It 

then decreases in an exponential fashion to its final value, no changes 

in output being apparent After 5 microseconds * The decay of output at 

the' end of the positive gate requires considerably longer than the 

. i n i t i a l ' r i s e . ' , - ’ ' ",v:V " " V" ■'. / i""
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Overall sensitivity of the system may be varied by changing the 

tiplier voltage, by adjusting' the.slit in front of the multiplier, 

or by altering th'e vertical sensitivity of the oscilloscope.

Bo The Timing Circuits

la order to be able to observe the afterglow with this system, it 

is neeessary .'to be able to control precisely the relative times of 

initiation of the spark, triggering of the oseillosoope, and gating of 

the photomultiplier* These functions are provided by a Tektronix $o2 

waveform generator and a .Tektronix 5^3 pulse generatoro

: : The waveform generator produees two types of signals $ One is a ■"

negative sawtooth, the other a positive gate. The waveform generator, 

may be triggered in a number of ways, but for our purposes only two are 

useful, a push button oh the, panel or an externally supplied trigger,

V© .use the latter, the trigger pulse being obtained from a simple B-G : '

discharge network eontrolled by a push switch oonyeniently placed at • 

the oscilloscope, , : ;

The negative sawtooth of the -waveform generator is fed into the 

pulse'.generator,: .'■'When the sawtooth reaches a predetermined voltage, the 

pulse generator emits a positive gate. This gate is delayed with respect 

to the gate emitted;by the waveform generator by an amount determined by 

the sawtooth duratioh and the pulse generator8 s piokoff voltage,

low all one has to do is- fire:the spark and trigger the oscilloscope 

with the first positive gate from the waveform generator, and gate the • 

photomultiplier , with the delayed gate from the pulse generator. This -Is 

illustrated, by the blook diagram in Figure 3» The high voltage pulser 

shown in the diagram provides a fast rise, 4 0 0  volt pulse to the thyratron
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upon reception of a positive gate from the waveform generator.

Use of the same circuit is desirable for making measurements in the 

: eurrent-oarrying phase in order to make comparisons valid* All that is 

necessary is to .interchange a couple of leads so that the waveform 

^generator''.^tes'.'the photomultiplier and then$, after- a delay during which 

the photomultiplier response stabilises* the spark is fired and the 

oscilloscope is triggered by thepulse generator (Figure 4)«
::' '';y -: v: ;; : -1

In order to obtain a rough idea of the spectral energy distribution 

of the discharges, a number of Corning multilayer glass filters vere V
available* Figure 5 shows the relative response of the various filters 

in.combination with the 1P28 photomultiplier to an equ&lenergy source*

She ̂ data for the curves were obtained by multiplying the filter y- 

transmission factor at each wavelength by the’ relative respohse of the ’ » 

■1128 photomultiplier at the same wavelength* The transmission factors . 

.were measured with s Beekman spectrophotometer* The relative response: ,■ ' - 

of the I K S  was taken to be that given on t h e .manufacturer < s specification ’

.. Although five of the filters were used in the course of the , ■

measurements, only three were selected for use in the, final computations. 

The latter ares Ultraviolet, CS7-85, Blue 5-74? and Green 4-105* The. 

approximate wavelengths Of maximum response were respectively s 565OA, > 

4255A, and 5125A* . .... .■ . ’ : .
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111. ©BSEffVlEEO®

' ■ A. Integrated light Measurements , : ; ' ■_ . v

Before making color measurements, &■ preliminary set of measurements 

was made: using: integrated- liglat»' ; Discharges from each of three voltages ; ;' ■.

were observed during the course of measurements with a given capacitance. ,

The voltages used were 5 kilovolts, 4-5 kilovolts, and 6 kilovolts. In ' 

order to check on- possidle drift in instrument sensitivity, a "standard" 

discharge of 5. m i c r o f a r a d s 6 kilovolts was measured at the beginning and ‘ 

end of each series of observations,- If the two light curves matched, it 

was asstuned'.that no drift had taken place. Only the initial phase of the • ' 

light curve was used for these, measurements, :> ; . i

for measuring the initial phase, a relatively narrow slit (<( 50 microns 
by 2 imillimeters) and a low photomultiplier voltage (400 to 500 volts) were; 
used. By photomultiplier voltage, we mean here and in the following 

sections the voltage to which the tube rose.when the gate was applied.

After'measurement of the initial phase, the instrument leads were 

rearranged to permit observation of the afterglow. The gate was set - 

sufficiently far into the afterglow that the most sensitive gain available •

- on the oscilloscope was required in order to get'a good reading.After - ■' s.: 

making a photographic record, the photomultiplier voltage and/or slit 

width were increased until a more convenient vertical sensitivity could 

be used?: the advantage being that less electrical noise was picked up - 

:from't#-diaoB^ge. I,/:-Pu / 1::-- ' - ■ :■
Another measurement was then taken of the same portion of the ;



light curveo The ratio of the signals at corresponding points on the 

two measurements yielded the factor hy which the overall sensitivity of 

the instrument had been changedo JBa no case .was; the sensitivity increased 

to such a point that the photomultiplier approached saturation.

pie next step was to observe several discharges, from each of the 

voltages of vinterest| ;nmeiy:8 39 4»5? 8nd  6 kilovolts. After a record, 

had been made of each discharge, the gate was moved farther into the 

afterglow and the; prooesa repeated.' Such measurements were continued into 

the afterglow - until the point was reached when further increases in 

sensitivity would cans© the system to be overloaded; during the current- 

carrying phase. This technique allowed measurements in intensity to be 

made over a range'of 10^. ' ' 1 : , . ,

.In redueiiag the datai the first step was to measure horizontal and

vertical deflections at a number of points on each photograph. These 

; readings were'then corrected'/for. the vertical sensitivity.and sweep.speed 

used, yielding data expressed intime and voltage aeross the load resistor

For each pair Of measurements bridging a photomultiplier sensitivity 

change, the ratios ifere taken of the voltage obtained at corresponding ■ 

times on the two measurements» These were averaged to yield the 

sensitivity factor which- was then applied to all subsequent measurements 

so as to reduce them to the sensitivity used during the current-carrying

phase of the .discharge* It; was .usually necessary to make 4 or 5 such 

changes during the course of measurements on a given capacitance. .

These represen.tative light curves appear in Figure 6. The 

current-carrying phases exhibit the well known correlation of light 

output with discharge current. An interesting feature of the curves is



an abrupt change of slope occurring at about 8 microseconds? which 

corresponds roughly to the; time at which;current ceases to flow i n :the 

gap, She rest of the curves are approximately straight, A  straight line 

on this semi-logarithmic graph implies an exponential decay during the 

- remainder of the observed portion of the afterglow.

dolor Measurements

For the studies of spectral distribution, the filters previously

mentioned were interposed in the optical path, A filter holder, mounted

in front of the photomultiplier slit? provided a oonvenient arid ; ■

reproducible position for the filters, '' ,

A. "standard" discharge was; again used to cheek on instrument

drift. $he order in which measurements were taken was also, designed to /

show up and compensate for drift,' Ehe procedure was a follows:

First the standard discharge was measured. Following this, one

or more sensitivity increases were made to get the iristrumerit into a 
V" ; v; : .: V'-; V  / : ; . , . v;. :
' range such that the signal levels yielded by the various filters fell 'r : ’

Within,the capabilities of the vertical amplifier of the oscilloscope. ;

Ehe sensitivity cheeks were usually, made with the blue filter in place.

. Following the sensitivity cheeks, the color measurements w e r e  • ^  

taken. Starting with the ultraviolet filter and progressing toward longer 

wavelengths, each filter in turn was placed in the optical path, a spark 

was fired, and a record was made of the photomultiplier output. v ; ,

': " iftieri- the last color had been measured, the system was restored to 

the original sensitivity and. a standard Spark was .measured,' The ;

&©tomultiplier. voltage arid Slit, were then reset to the high sensitivity r 

and a second set of color measurements Was made using the filters in the
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reverse order= Finally, a third standard was taken at the original 

sensitivity. . ; ' ' ■ ' ■ '• ; . .

. ..-Vith this, scheme, any drift in sensitivity would show u® not only 

as a change in signal, level obtained from the standard, but also as a 

difference in signal between the two readings obtained with each filter; 

thus each filter'acts as its own drift check. Furthermore, if the drift 

is linear with time and the observations are ef daily spaced in time, 

then the simple average of the pairs of readings would reduce all 

measurements to the sensitivity at which the second standard was taken. 

Measurements taken on different days may then be related to each other 

by dividing each set by some appropriate constant derived from its 

standard readings, ::v:; '

Unfortunately, the copious use of the 9 microfarad capacitor for 

the 6 kilovolt standard discharge was very hard on this capacitor. It 

is not clear exactly what happened, but something caused these discharges 

to become very erratic in nature, tending to decrease in,intensity as • 

more and more discharges were fired. In fact, at the end it was behaving 

more like a 4.microfarad capacitor than a 5 microfarad capacitor; the 
discharges peaking earlier and having much less total energy. This 

condition came on gradually and was not realized until the observations 

were essentially complete. We were left with the frustrating realization 

that our ’'standard” was variable and that .the variation was a random one 

rendering the standard completely useless as such. The only bright spot 

in the picture is that the measurements involving the use of the | 

microfarad capacitor were largely completed before it began to go bad. 

Other casualties were a thyr-atron which became unreliable after 

being punished with several dozens of 5 microfarad, 6 kilovolt
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oscillatory discharges, and two damping' resistors which, exploded<> ■ The 

rest of the apparatus survived the ordeal' with no apparent H I  effects® 

It was desired to determine the light-intensity profile as a

function of the capacitance used, the voltage from which it was fired, ■ 

'the damping resistance, the electrode material9 and the electrode ■

' geometryo In order to separate the effects, parameters were varied one 

at a time as .is. common practice, in' such investigations«,

'' The effect of capacitance w a s . tested using values of 5 » 5 s i ? and 

Oe25 microfarads« The voltage in each case was 6 kilovolts, the damping 

critical, and the'discharges were fired between;j/l6 inch hemispherical '

. iron electrodes separated by a 2 millimeter gapo :; To test the effect of , 

. voltage, a 5 microfarad capacitor was fired from vpltages of 6, 4 “5s and 

^ kilovolts § the other parameters "being as Stated.'above® - A  3/16 inch 

Silver electrode with hemispherical ends was ueed with a 1 microfarad, /

6 kilovoltj critioaliy damped discharge in order to determine what 

effect the electrode material..would hare® ' : ; ' . .

In each of the. above tests, the values of damping resistance : 

used were the critical damping resistances found empirically by 

Jarker (1)« They were assumed to approximate critical damping even 

though changes in thyratron characteristics could alter the required 

resistance for true critical, damping® . ; / - , . . ;

To test the effect of damping, one discharge was studied.with all-

damping resistors shorted out® A  certain amount of resistance was still 

.present, -of course, in the thyratron, the wiring,; and the gap* The ; : 

Other parameters were a | ;microfarad, '6 -kilovolt 'discharge across a

2 miliimeter gap between iron electrodes with 5/16 inch hemispherical



ends, :Y;V Y . ■ ■■/ Y Y:'t -v^YYY ■ / - ' " Y '  v- ̂ .. ■ • ;':.Y.
' • Lack of time, prevented more detailed study of the effect of

electrode materials or of electrode geometry,' ' ■ ■ ■ ■' -



m  a m l y  sis o f  m m

v;; A. Measurement of Oscillograms ■

. . The above studies resulted in the aecumulation of some $89

oseillo^ams which had to he analysed. - Of these $ the- first 100 wei-eon 

' _ Polaroid - film" md' the rest on ggmm film, ' The Polaroid oscillograms were .

•' rephotographed on 35mm film in.order-to facilitate reading. The entire ■

• ■ assemblage of data was read on a  Benson-lehner “Oscar” model B ./ 

oscillograph analyser which Was generously - made available by the '

. Bimerioal Analysis ̂ laboratory: on. .#e' University campus , : ■ ; ■ -- .

- . Ten etually spaced points were read on each 'oscillogram* the

points being carefully seleeted to correspond to those on other ; - ■ : 

oscillograms taken within the same set of measurements, The oscillograph 

, analyser was provided with a pair of cross hairs . which , could 'be set over.

• any desired point. At the touch of a button, the machine would interpret 

’ " horizontal and vertical, deflection, convert the information into digital

. form^; and puhoh the. results; into IBM cards,.; ■ The. machine could. be set so 

■ I1 that -the:zero point and scale of the digital readout corresponded 1 

aocurately to the dimensions of the oscilloscope graticule as they 

appeared on the reader, lo scale correction was then necessary# the

• readings being directly in centimeters of def lection, y ;1 ;< ;

’ B<> deduction of 'Measurements :■ ■; y y:';'

:, y' > The data from the oscillograph analyzer 'were reduced with, the . ; : 

aid, of. ah IBM 65O computer, a Marohant calculatoi‘9 two slide rules# and y 

' a 0hine.se, abacus, y ■ ' y yy . v:y ".y .: ' y-. , ' y.. ;. .: ; " 1 •



' jIs in the case of the integrated.light measurements, the first 

step was to multiply vertical deflections hy vertical sensitivity in volts 

per cehtimeter, and horizontal deflections by svreepspeed in microseconds 

■per centimeter. '

^ & e  next step was to correct the colors for the response 

characteristics of the filters.. J. glance at the response curves, Figure 

5s for the filter and multiplier combinations shows that for an equal 

energy source, more light will be effective through the ultraviolet filter 

than through either the blue or the green filters because of the greater 

area under the response curve. We may correct for this effect by 

dividing our readings by the area .under the response curve for the filter, 

used, this correction is rigorous for an equal energy source but is, of 

course, only a first approximation for an ai*bitrary spectral distribution.

The area under each of the response curves was found by applying ■■ 

Simpson's Buie to integrate the curves from the table of computed pointsi 

These integrals, when expressed for. percentage, transmission, of filters 

alone, are referred to as "integrated band width" or "equivalent width" 

and carry the units of wavelength. They have the physical meaning of 

being the bandpass needed by a filter with a rectangular passband of 

100 per cent maximum transmission in order to let through the same

amount of light from an equal energy continuum as the filter in question.

The reciprocals of the reiatlye response integrals were applied 

as constant factors in order to simplify computation. One might follow

the example of the photographers and call these, constants filter factors 

as they carry an analogous meaning. . .V

In order to relate measuremehts in the afterglow to those in the

current ■carrying phase, the sensitivity increases had ,to be determined.



As before? corresponding points were selected from the two 

oscillograms bridging the sensitivity ehaage. The average of the ratios 

of points on the first curve to those on the second, weighted with respect ; 

to deflection on the second curve, was taken as the sensitivity factor.

This is clarified as follows§• let he the deflection,in volts of the

i**1 point on the first curve. Let be the deflection in Volts of the.

Corresponding points on the second curve. The sensitivity factor, as 

computed from the. i*^1 point is then %  ? y±/j±-' The average ratio is- . . .

Ls'
The weighted.average becomes

to

l *
s--11, y f c % - A ^ ' f  £ aJf £  yc'1

Tte advantage of the latter quantity for computation is immediately 

evident

by the m m  ©f the readings on the second. ■■ '

The sensitivity factor 3 whentallied, to readings obtained on the 

high sensitivity f reduced them to what they would be if they could have 

been observed on the low sensitivity. It should be noted that all 

measurements made after a given Sensitivity increase must be multiplied . 

by that sensitivity factor. Thus, When the n**1 sensitivity is reached, 

there are n-1 sensitivity factors by which all readings taken on it must 

^  multiplied. -. ;  ̂ v : u t ;'' ; V; - ■ " ' ■ : :

' . The last step in the computation procedure is,to add together the

two readings of each pair of cblor measurements,. The reduced readings 

now represent relative Intensity ahd? may be conveniently plotted On 

semi-logarithmic paper' as a function of time. 'When this is done it is often 

found, that discontinuities occur in the' curves where the sensitivity was

■/V
. /d

On® simply adds up th® readings, on the first curve and divides



changedo These discontinuities1 may be due to errors In computing the . 

sensitivity factors, to drift in instrument sensitivity between the times

■ when the two :^#ts of the light curve were measured) to gradual changes '

' in the characteristics of the discharge circuit, or possibly to some

non-linear operation in the i n s t r W e n t : . ■ / ii

- 1© ;y,o feel confident in stating that there are no physical 

processes., occurring in the afterglow that would cause discontinuities ' in 

the light output :or in the slope of the light curve« We feel justified)

'therefore, in adjusting the curves to eliminate these discontinuities;

: assuming that somehow, we had derived the incorrect sensitivity factor» 

Corrections required w e r e o f  the order of 0.$ to l.$ to be applied as a\ 

factor to the high sensitivity portion of the light curve« The same 

correetion factor was,, of coursea applied to all three dolors. The 

.corrected,'light curves appear in Figures 7a through Jh. figure 8 shows 

■' the peak. intensities and their ■ times of occurrence ..'for the.'various .' '

discharges» They ifere obtained in a separate series of measurements . 

using the blue filter only, and may be used to relate the various light 

'.curves; to one another. ' . .■ - " y >!: ";V; ;:;v

■ ■ ■ These measurements were taken after the 5 microfarad 'capacitor ;

underwent; its change of characteristics. The characteristics of the '. 

discharges ‘presently obtaihad from it are shown by the small, solid 

circles. ;The-characteristics of the discharges' previously-obtained were 

determined approximately from the.earlier data, and appear as the open ■ 

circles ©n the chart. ■ : .1 - -

::.V;
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•V. RESULTS AED OOHCLUSIQHS

. 33uiring the eurrent-carrying phase, all of the curves for the 

damped discharges have essentially the same shape- The curves for the 

higher energy discharges, of course, reach higher amplitudes and last 

longer than those for the lower energy discharges, This is consistent ■ 

with the larger currents, and lower resonant frequencies which 

. characterise these discharges. , ’ ' . ' ; \ .

The spectral distribution at peak intensity is practically the 

same for all discharges except the 1 microfarad and 0=25 microfarad,

6 kilovolt discharges where the "blue is relatively more pronounced.

The spectral distributions are in approximate agreement with those found 

by Btandring. andy-hooms. (g) for' Similar, d i s c h a r g e s . , : *. ■' v _

In all cases, the blue light curve is observed to reach its peak 

value first, followed by the green and ultraviolet in that orders The . 

time difference between peaks is of the order of 1 to 2 microseconds.

In the afterglow, one finds that for the iron electrodes, there is 

; ;an - abrupt: ehhahcemeti the ultrsviolet;foyer, the' blue=and green.;- - ;

Figures 7a., t o . 7f. ; This enhancement continues for the rest of the . 

observable portion of the afterglow, 'is in. the case of the integrated 

light jj a change in slope of all curves is observed to occur at a time

roughly corresponding to cessation of current in the gap. The slope
- ■ . ' : . '; ; . . . .  ■.. ■ ; ;/v . . ' , ; ..;
changes very little:during the rest of the observable portion of the 

"afterglow.. ^ \  '.:

A  straight; line on a semilogarithmic plot implies an exponential 

function of the form Ae”^ . It is interesting to compare the values of k



as derived from the: emnres with the capacitance and voltage of the 

disehsrges.,--;-/;. ■. :: : ' : - -

foiar' differemt' capacitances ufed$ a plot was made on \ 

:l©g*l©g'-i)apey ̂ of; k as a function of capaeitahbe and k as a function 

voltage =, In . each case, straight - lines were obtained, implying the 1 *' 

functional relationship s k s 33 IT™ (P-s where .33 is a constant of 

proportionality s V is voltage, G is capacitance? and m and n are the .

slopes of the respective lines, m was found to have a value of -0.9 

and n a value of -0.47» In view of the relatively low precision of 

the measurements ? one might he led to suspect that the relationship 

actually takes the: form-1 . ' ' ' :  -. -. ;

: ' : v"1 e"

this-may, he 'rewritten as

k = a/iO?2 ,

k - d/w® !,
where tf - -&0V^ - energy stored in the capacitor. The equation expressing 

the intensity of the light in the afterglow becomes ■ •

:::'' ; ^ : ■; ■ i-'iexp(-at¥4)y::';; V:: . ' V; \

a computation using data from the 5 microfarad?'' 6 kilovolt discharge v:

yielded a' = 4«0 x lo5 Joi 1-

Additional measurements using more: refined techniques would have 

to be made before: such; a. conclusion is definitely drawn; but the 

prospect is indeed intriguing. : :'

When silver electrodes are used instead of iron? the observation



is that in the afterglow the greens rather than the ultraviolet seems to 

become enhanced (Figure 7g)« The ultraviolet still seems to represent 

.greater share, of the energy- than, the; blue. %. ,/ ■ :v - v

The,fact that the initial phases of the various discharges are so 

similar regardless of electrode ’material seems to be a further confirmation

Of the spectroscopic evidence that the metallic lines are not important
. .-"yl^ < ; . h/,. : . . . .t l
i n ' the:early' ph^se# of the discharge« .On the other handg the -speetral ;>.■
': ' . ; v : :", '■ - ■ ; ■ ■ ih .■v . ' ;: ;■/. ' ■ •
distribution in the afterglow appears to depend strongly on electrode 

material but not ,on the electrical parameters, suggesting that the. light 

in the .afterglow consists principally of spectrum lines of the electrode 

.material® 'l'. '' • i 1 v;- v;'- ' • t'1-..

The one osoiliatoj^r discharge (Figure Jh) presents several 

interesting problems» Here the current-carrying portion of this 

discharge is sufficiently long that the ultraviolet has time to build up ' 

before, current f  low.-ceasese %  the time of the peak of the second.', \ ' : / .k

half-cycle, the, ultraviolet ;intehsity i^ at. least as' great as the blue 

intensitye The ultraviolet dominates for the rest: of the current- , 

carrying phase and early afterglow*

. The amplitude of oscillation of the 'ultraviolet curve decreases <, 

but about a rising ^equilibrium'5 point * The amplitude of oscillation 

of the blue curve also decreasesj but about a falling "equilibrium'* .

■point* . . ; ;fesultS::'are; consistent with the observed enhaneement of ' :k v-; 

ultraviolet over blue in the early afterglow of the damped .discharges * 

Another interesting observation is the much greater amplitude of 

the oscillations executed by the green, curve. . : : ;1-; .k ̂ ; ',.-.k

In the afterglow, there seems to be another change of color
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distribution occurring at about 150 microsecondso If this change is 

real, It may indicate another mechanism taking over in the production 

of light. It is entirely possible that this observation is spurious, 

since it was during the taking of data for these curves that capacitors

and thyratrohs began to fail.

0



Y3U .EBGQMHtoAHOHS FOB, FURTHER STUDIES

■ 'that have .been '

:presented here has shown that there are certain experimental difficulties 

which need to he overcome« Chief among these is the fact that the 

photocathode is exposed to. the full light of the initial phase of the. 

spark, fee effect ©f 'this light upon the dark current in the next few : 

microseconds is5 as yet». unknown, it may very well he that part of the 

. afterglow we have measured, is actually dark current. , - , : ' .,

’; ' Another difficulty which did hot "receive adequate attention in ■ ■ ■' 

the foregoing discussion is the electrical transient which accompanied v 

gating of the photomultiplier. fee amplitude"of ;the transient :was. much ; 

larger than most of the signals being measured. When the oseilloseope ; 

gain was increased to observe the signals, the transient was off scale, 

almost certainly overloading the amplifier. ®iis may possibly be' ; '

associated with the discontinuities which occurred when the photo

multiplier sensitivity was changed. " r ‘ r - ,

:: ; 'All of these objections would be eliminated, if one were to ns® .

Some sort of mechanical Shutter between the Spark gap and the photo- 

cathode. There is available in the laboratory, a high speed grinder. 

shaft and motor which are used to turn a rotating mirror in the time- ' 

resolved speetrcgraphie apparatus. It is suggested; that this shaft 

be used to turn a rctating shutter in front Of the . photomultiplier.,;

- fee shutter would be in the form of a sector -wheel with .2 opaque and ;

2 clear sectors spaced 90 degrees apart. A  drawing of such a shutter

.appears in 'Figure 9. ;"‘
' uniY,: of Arizona Library.
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Figure 10 shows how the optical train for the proposed apparatus 

would he arranged.. The area of the gap would he defined by means of a 

diaphragm. Light from the discharge, passing through the diaphragm, 

would be imaged on the rotating shutter by means of. an ohjeotive lens,

.£ field lens, placed behind the shutter $ would form an image of the 

objective on the photocathode? the purpose of the field lens being to 

insure that all light passing through the objective would be effective 

on the photocathodeo , '1 "y''. ,

. M  auxiliary optical system? not shown in the. diagram, would form 

an imate -of a small source on another part of the rotating shatter*' ;'$h@ 

light from this source would then fail.'upon" a,' second photomultiplier for 

purposes of synchronisation, The photoelectric synchroniser from the 

present rotating mirror apparatus, together with the delay generation ' 

scheme used here, would be used to fire the spark at any desired time in 

advance of the.time When the shutter moves out of the.optical path* ■

■; - By slightly altering the delay,. pne-' could .fire the spark a few "

mieroseconds' ‘befor®. the shutter closed,:-' thus.-enabling one to mak;e ;a:' . - \ 

detailed study"oftheshorf time recovery of the photomultiplier 

'■ f 0lloiing.':hig|i; '.intensity ' light- :pulses»1;-:' The rptatihg shutter, would; ’ 
remove' the 'afterglow', leaving: only the decaying, dark ourrent to be 

obseahred* i":fr - .h : ' 'V.;-.,•; '.i . .V--

' ■ . A  calculation, has been made to test the.'.feasibility of the , 

rotating shutter ,as a gating device, If the .diaphragm were 2«.|' .

millimeters ■,in diameter, and am image of it Were formed on the shutter 

. by ;a 50 millimeter lens placed at a- distanee bf  1,5 meters from the gap, 
the . image Would be about 0» 05 inches in diameter. The shutter .shorn in
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Fig-ure 9 s rotating at 400 revolutions per second? would pass across the 

image in j microseconds = This “rise time66 compares very favorably with 

the 5 microseconds required for stahilization of the electrical gating 

device used in the present study.
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